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Abstract

Background: Development of paired sensory organs is a highly complex and

coordinated process. These organs arise from ectodermal thickenings in the

cephalic region known as cranial placodes. We have previously shown that

Zic1 is a critical regulator for the formation of the pre-placodal region (PPR),

the common territory for the development of all cranial placodes in Xenopus

laevis.

Results: In this study, we have analyzed a number of Zic1 targets for their

expression during PPR patterning, as well as their regulation by retinoic acid

(RA) and one of its major metabolites, 4-oxo-RA. Our findings show that ante-

riorly Zic1 regulates several transcription factors, Crx, Fezf2, Nkx3-1, and

Xanf1 as well as a serine/threonine/tyrosine kinase, Pkdcc.2. These factors are

all expressed in the vicinity of the PPR and as such are candidate regulators of

placode formation downstream of Zic1. In addition to their differential regula-

tion by RA, we find that 4-oxo-RA is also capable of modulating the expression

of these genes, as well as a broad array of RA-regulated genes.

Conclusion: Our data highlight the complexity of retinoid-mediated regula-

tion required for Zic1-activated anterior structure specification in Xenopus,

and the potential physiological role of 4-oxo-RA in cranial placode

development.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Cranial placodes are precursors to specialized sense
organs in vertebrates that arise from the head ectoderm
during embryonic development. They are ectodermal
thickenings that are formed at the neural plate border
from the common territory, the pre-placodal region
(PPR) and subsequently differentiate into placodes with
distinct identities, fates, and functions.1 Cranial placodes
give rise to the adenohypophysis, paired sensory organs
(the optic lens, the inner ear, and the olfactory epithe-
lium), and sensory cranial ganglia that innervate the

orofacial complex.2 Disruptions in the formation of these
placodes often lead to debilitating disorders and mal-
formations such as deafness, blindness, anosmia, hor-
monal imbalance, and orofacial sensory deficits.

In order to further our understanding of cranial
placode development in Xenopus, our laboratory has
established an animal cap explant assay where the activ-
ity of the transcription factor Zic1 was found necessary
and sufficient for the expression of PPR genes six1 and
foxi4.1.3 The identification of downstream targets of Zic1
via microarray revealed several genes involved in the reti-
noic acid (RA) signaling pathway, which is essential for
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the noncell autonomous specification of PPR by Zic1.4

Specifically, the RA synthesizing enzyme RALDH2 and
the RA-transporter lipocalin-type prostaglandin D2
synthase that are expressed at the anterior neural plate
(ANP) were found to be essential for PPR formation. We
further found that the RA-catabolizing enzyme, Cyp26c1,
and the RA-dependent transcription factor Pitx2c
expressed in a domain between ANP and PPR to be criti-
cal for PPR formation.5 Interestingly, we also discovered
that one of the RA metabolites generated by Cyp26c1,
4-oxo-RA, to be present during development at stages
critical for the induction and specification of PPR. Con-
sistent with this observation, previous reports have
shown that 4-oxo-RA is capable of inducing signaling via
RA receptors (RARs) to modulate the development of the
anterior-posterior (A-P) axis in the embryo.6,7

Given the importance of RA in regulating Zic1 targets
in the context of PPR formation, we decided to extend
our analysis to additional potential targets to assess their
regulation by RA, and by its metabolite 4-oxo-RA. The
targets selected for further analysis were screened for
their expression in the domains relevant for PPR specifi-
cation, their regulation by Zic1 and their dependence on
RA and 4-oxo-RA treatments. Our findings reveal several
additional transcription factors, including Crx, Fezf2,
Nkx3-1, and Xanf1, as well as a serine/threonine/tyrosine
kinase, Pkdcc.2, that are expressed in the domains adja-
cent to PPR that are regulated by RA. In addition, we find
that 4-oxo-RA is a potent regulator of specification of
anterior structures, and of the expression of several Zic1
target genes that are also regulated by RA, suggesting
that 4-oxo-RA is capable of playing an important role in
the specification of PPR. This is a significant new finding
given that RA metabolites are typically thought to be bio-
logically inactive and cleared from the cell in which they
are produced. This work has the potential to transform
our understanding of RA regulation and function during
embryogenesis.

2 | RESULTS

2.1 | Key anterior patterning genes are
expressed during PPR formation

A microarray screen conducted to identify targets of Zic1
yielded several genes known for their patterning func-
tions in other model systems.4 We selected for genes
highly up-regulated by Zic1 and narrowed our choices
based on expression profiling data available in Xenbase
(xenbase.org), and previously published reports docu-
menting a role for these genes in A-P patterning or

development in general. These parameters yielded five
candidate genes for further analysis, several of which are
transcription factors: crx/otx5b is known to be involved in
eye development,8 fezf2 is a known regulator of neuronal
development,9 nkx3-1 has as yet undefined roles in early
development but may function in sclerotome
development,10,11 and xanf1/hesx1 is important for the
development of anterior forebrain across species, includ-
ing Xenopus.12,13 Interestingly, pkdcc.2, which is a kinase,
was also identified as a Zic1 target and regulates the
Wnt/planar cell polarity (PCP) pathway in Xenopus.14

These genes are collectively referred to as “Zic1 targets”
henceforth.

Zic1 has been shown to be a key regulator of the for-
mation of the PPR. Therefore, to further investigate the
potential role of these genes in this Zic1-driven pathway,
we performed in situ hybridization (ISH) to visualize the
spatiotemporal expression of these genes during early
embryonic development. Figure 1 shows that these Zic1
targets are expressed during gastrulation (Nieuwkoop
and Faber [NF] stages 10–13) and their domain of expres-
sion narrows as development progresses through neuru-
lation (NF stages 15–17). Importantly, fezf2 and xanf1
appear to be expressed in the ANP, whereas nkx3-1 is
expressed in the PPR-adjacent domain ventral to the
ANP, where it overlaps with the anterior domain of crx.
pkdcc.2 shows a broader expression pattern that includes
the neural fold as well as the ANP (see Table 1 for a sum-
mary of gene expression). Taken together, this analysis
reveals that the Zic1 targets are expressed at temporal
stages and in spatial domains relevant to PPR formation,
either overlapping with or adjacent to the ANP
Zic1-expression domain.

2.2 | Patterning genes are targets of Zic1

We next sought to verify that Zic1 is required for the
expression of these genes. Using a well-characterized Zic1
morpholino antisense oligonucleotides (Zic1MO3-5,15), we
knocked down Zic1 in one half of the embryo at the
two-cell stage and assessed the consequences by ISH at
NF stage 15 (Figure 2). Our analysis revealed that Zic1
knockdown indeed disrupted the expression of these
genes, providing further evidence that they are Zic1 tar-
gets. Loss of Zic1 resulted mostly in the expansion of the
expression domains for crx, fezf2, pkdcc.2, and xanf1,
whereas nkx3-1 expression was significantly reduced.
Pitx2c, a previously identified Zic1 target5 was also
reduced. These results validate our microarray findings
and establish Zic1 as a potent regulator of the above
targets.
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2.3 | Zic1 induces patterning genes in an
RA-dependent manner

To further validate if the Zic1 targets participate in the
PPR formation pathway through RA signaling, we used

animal cap explants to investigate their activation under
conditions where RA signaling is blocked. As seen in
Figure 3, applying disulfiram (DSF), a broad inhibitor of
RA synthesis,16,17 to animal cap explants expressing Zic1
(Zic1GR3) abrogated the activation of all Zic1 targets

FIGURE 1 Key patterning genes are expressed in the vicinity of the pre-placodal region (PPR) and Zic1 expression domain. In situ

hybridization (ISH) for crx, fezf2, nkx3-1, pkdcc.2, and xanf1 (top to bottom) expression across developmental stages from gastrula to neurula

stages. Nieuwkoop and Faber (NF) stages are indicated on top of each row. All panels are anterior views with dorsal to the top. Anterior

neural plate: orange arrows; PPR-adjacent domain: white arrows; anterior neural fold: purple arrows; neural crest domain: green arrows. For

a summary of the domain of expression, see Table 1
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(Figure 3). The result for nkx3-1 was not as consistent,
suggesting a more complex regulation mechanism
(Figure 3C). Altogether, these data demonstrate that Zic1
regulates these genes indirectly through RA signaling.

2.4 | Patterning genes respond to both
RA and 4-oxo-RA

Further assessment of the impact of RA signaling on the
expression of Zic1 targets was performed through dose-
response experiments. Given our previous findings that
Xenopus embryos contain a significant amount of the RA
metabolite, 4-oxo-RA,5 we wanted to determine if 4-oxo-
RA is capable of regulating the expression of Zic1 targets.
4-oxo-RA is one of the polar metabolites generated by the
action of Cyp26 enzymes on all-trans RA18-20; however,
the extent of its biological activity, if any, has been
debated.

To determine whether 4-oxo-RA induces changes in
the overall A-P axis specification in developing Xenopus
embryos similar to those seen with RA,21-23 NF stage
11 embryos were treated with increasing doses of 4-oxo-
RA (Figure 4) and the dorsoanterior index (DAI) was
measured at NF stage 34. DAI is a scale developed to
assess axis defects in Xenopus embryos, based on whether
ventralization or dorsalization has occurred.24 Briefly, a
DAI grade between 0 and 10 is assigned based on the
phenotype whereby an embryo with DAI 5 represents a
normal embryo, DAI 0 being the most ven-
troposteriorized with no head or axial structures, and
DAI 10 being the most dorsoanteriorized with only head
structures that are radially symmetrical (Figure 4B24).
Upon treatment with increasing doses of 4-oxo-RA,
embryos display posteriorization with the majority of
embryos exhibiting head truncations akin to DAI 2 and
3 (Figure 4A,C). This is consistent with a previous report
showing that 4-oxo-RA has axis posteriorizing activity.6

Next, we assessed the gene expression changes in Zic1
targets induced by RA and 4-oxo-RA in parallel. Figure 5
shows the summary findings of changes in gene expres-
sion of crx, fezf2, nkx3-1, pkdcc.2, and xanf1. We have pre-
viously shown that pitx2c and hnf1b show decreasing and
increasing expression, respectively, upon treatment with
increasing RA doses5 and they serve as positive controls
for the treatments. Our analysis reveals 4-oxo-RA as not
only capable of regulating the expression of Zic1 targets,
but that the effect of 4-oxo-RA is very similar to that of
RA, albeit at a higher dose (Figure 4, compare 1 μM RA
and 10 μM 4-oxo-RA). These findings suggest that Zic1
targets are sensitive to RA levels and demonstrate that
the RA metabolite, 4-oxo-RA has biological signaling
activity and regulates the expression of Zic1 targets in a
manner similar to RA.

2.5 | RNA-sequencing reveals broad
similarities in gene activation between RA
and 4-oxo-RA

The discovery that 4-oxo-RA regulates the expression of
patterning genes similarly to RA prompted us to use
next-generation sequencing to determine the extent to
which the two retinoids bring about similar changes in
gene expression. We subjected anterior halves of Xenopus
embryos to RA or 4-oxo-RA treatment mid-gastrulation
(NF stage 12.5) and analyzed the global changes in RNA
expression at NF stage 15 (Figure 6A). Heat map analysis
of the top 50 differentially regulated genes by RA
(Figure 6B) and 4-oxo-RA (Figure 6C) showed gene
expression changes in known RA-target genes, as well as
several novel genes. Further examination revealed that
several of the highly up-regulated genes between RA and
4-oxoRA were identical, such as cyp26a1, cyp26c1, dhrs3,
hoxa1, ripply3, and znf703 (Figure 6D,E). Zic1 targets
were also identified in these data (Table 2), with the mag-
nitude of gene expression change (represented by log2
fold change) correlating with loss or expansion of expres-
sion observed in Figure 5. The only exception was
nkx3-1, which was not detected in the 4-oxo-RA vs
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) data set (see Section 3). Alto-
gether, these data further validate that Zic1 targets are
regulated similarly by both RA and 4-oxoRA, consistent
with the whole embryo immersion experiments above
(Figure 5).

To determine the extent to which the gene expression
changes induced by the two retinoids overlap, Venn dia-
gram comparisons between RA vs DMSO and 4-oxo-RA
vs DMSO were made (Figure 6F,G). Interestingly, the
majority of the genes up-regulated by 4-oxo-RA were also
up-regulated by RA, whereas the majority of genes down-

TABLE 1 Summary of the developmental expression of Zic1

targets

Gene
name

Anterior
neural
plate

PPR-
adjacent
domain

Anterior
neural
fold

Dorsal neural
fold/neural
crest domain

crx � + + �
fezf2 + � + �
nkx3-1 � + � �
pkdcc.2 + � + +

xanf1 + � + �
Note: + expressed; � not detected.

Abbreviation: PPR, pre-placodal region.
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FIGURE 2 crx, fezf2, nkx3-1, pkdcc.2, and xanf1 are targets of Zic1. (A) In situ hybridization (ISH) for crx, fezf2, nkx3-1, pkdcc.2, and

xanf1 (top to bottom) in control (CoMO) and Zic1 morpholino antisense oligonucleotide (Zic1MO)-injected Nieuwkoop and Faber

(NF) stage 15 embryos. Representative images are shown, with the injected side on the right. All panels are anterior views with dorsal to the

top. (B) Frequency of the phenotypes. The number of embryos analyzed for each condition is on the top of each bar; P values were

calculated using Chi-squared test, ****P < .0001
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regulated by RA were not down-regulated by 4-oxo-RA.
Despite these differences, a significant overlap in com-
mon genes was observed in both the up-regulated and
down-regulated data sets (see Table 3 for the top
20 genes). Gene ontology (GO) analyses identified several
terms pertaining to A-P axis specification, placode forma-
tion, and neural crest development were enriched in the

embryos exposed to RA and 4-oxo-RA (Figure 6H,I). Par-
ticularly, ectodermal placode formation was enriched in
genes up-regulated by RA and 4-oxo-RA, and A-P pattern
specification was enriched in genes down-regulated in
both conditions. Taken together, these results demon-
strate that globally, the genes expression changes induced
by 4-oxo-RA are highly similar to those induced by RA,

FIGURE 3 Induction of Zic1 targets is dependent on retinoic acid (RA) synthesis. real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction

(qRT-PCR) analysis of crx (A), fezf2 (B), nkx3-1 (C), pkdcc.2 (D), and xanf1 (E) expression in Zic1GR-injected animal cap explants cultured

for 8 hours in the presence of dexamethasone with or without disulfiram (DSF; 100 μM). Three (A-E) and four (C) biological replicates are

shown. Expression levels are normalized to ODC with fold change in relative expression indicated at the top of each bar
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lending credence to 4-oxo-RA's ability to act as a morpho-
gen during development.

3 | DISCUSSION

This study highlights the complexity of morphogens that
operate during cranial placode development, and
broadly, during the development of anterior structures in
the Xenopus embryo. In our previous work,4,5 we eluci-
dated an RA-dependent program of cranial placode speci-
fication executed by Zic1. In this study, we have further
defined the extent of this regulation by characterizing
several Zic1 targets that are expressed in the ANP or the
PPR-adjacent domain. In addition, we followed up on
our previous observation that the RA metabolite, 4-oxo-
RA, is present at high levels in the developing Xenopus
embryo5 to show that 4-oxo-RA is in fact capable of
extensive gene expression regulation in a manner similar
to RA. Our findings point to 4-oxo-RA as an active mor-
phogen during embryonic development, further
suggesting that gradients established during embryonic
development cannot be fully explained by a “source and
sink” model.25,26

3.1 | Zic1 targets are RA-dependent
patterning genes

Several Zic1 targets expressed in these domains are genes
with predicted or defined roles in embryonic develop-
ment, further validating Zic1's role as a key regulator of
developmental processes involved in head formation
through modulation of RA. Crx (also known as otx5b)
has been shown to be critical for photoreceptor develop-
ment in the retina.27,28 Fezf2 is an important regulator of
forebrain development, and more specifically, of projec-
tion neurons in the mammalian neocortex, as well as
monoaminergic neurons2.29,30

On the other hand, while several members of the
NKX gene family have been shown to play key roles dur-
ing development,31 the role of nkx3-1 is less clear. Reports
in mice have shown nkx3-1 to be involved in sclerotome
development,11 minor salivary glands and prostate duct
morphogenesis.32 Interestingly, in Xenopus, crx, nkx3-1,
and pitx2c were strongly induced by pitx1, a gene that is
also expressed in the PPR-adjacent domain.33 The study
also suggested that while the induction of crx and nkx3-1
appears direct, the induction of pitx2c is likely indirect.
This finding is especially intriguing in light of our

FIGURE 4 4-oxo-RA causes posteriorization of the embryo axis. (A) Brightfield images of Xenopus Nieuwkoop and Faber (NF) stage

34 embryos treated at NF stage 11 with either 10 μM dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) or increasing doses of 4-oxo-RA as shown. All panels are

lateral views with dorsal to the top and anterior to the left. (B) Schematic representation of the dorsoanterior index (DAI) assignments is as

defined previously.24 (C) Frequency of DAI phenotypes of 4-oxo-RA-treated embryos. Total embryos analyzed per condition are indicated at

the top of the bar
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previous work showing pitx2c as a Zic1 target5 and our
microarray analysis that identified pitx1 as a Zic1 target,
however, at levels approximately half that of pitx2c (data
not shown). In future work, it will be interesting to eluci-
date the relationship between these genes, and we specu-
late that these interactions might contribute to the
variability of nkx3-1 induction levels in response to
Zic1GR expression (Figure 3).

Xanf1 (also known as hesx1) is perhaps the best-
characterized gene in embryonic development, though its
regulation by Zic1 has not been previously described.
Xanf1 functions during forebrain development to regu-
late formation of the anterior neuroectoderm in mice12

and Xenopus,34 where it acts as a transcriptional repres-
sor. Mutations in human Hesx1 gene have been reported
to cause septo-optic dysplasia,35 an early forebrain devel-
opment disorder presenting with hypoplasia of the optic
nerves, midline brain defects, as well as pituitary-related
deficiencies.36

Out of the five Zic1 targets presented in this study,
pkdcc2 is the only gene that is not a transcription factor.14

pkdcc.2 is one of two Xenopus homologs of the mouse
and human Pkdcc gene, encoding a secreted tyrosine
kinase.37 Pkdcc knockdown in mice has been shown to
result in a host of defects, including short limbs and cleft
palate.38 In Xenopus, pkdcc.2 and pkdcc.1 have been

FIGURE 5 Zic1 targets show sensitivity to both retinoic acid (RA) and 4-oxo-RA. (A) In situ hybridization (ISH) for crx, fezf2, nkx3-1,

pkdcc.2, and xanf1 expression on stage 15 embryos treated with either 10 μM dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) or increasing doses of RA (left) or

4-oxo-RA (right) as shown. Bottom two rows show pitx2c and hnf1b as controls in a double ISH where the gene considered is indicated in

bold, pitx2c (middle row) and hnf1b (bottom row), respectively. White arrows indicate position of the pre-placodal region (PPR)-adjacent

domain of pitx2c. All images show anterior views with dorsal to top, except for hnf1b, where dorsal views are presented with anterior to

bottom. (B) Frequency of phenotypes with n ≥ 50 embryos per condition from two biological replicates
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FIGURE 6 RNA-sequencing (RNA-Seq) analysis reveals similarities in genes regulated by retinoic acid (RA) and 4-oxo-RA. (A) Schematic of
experimental design for RNA-Seq analysis. (B) Heatmap analysis showing the top 50 differentially expressed genes based on pairwise comparison of
normalized count matrix between 10 μM dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and 1 μM RA-treated anterior embryo halves. (C) Heatmap analysis of the top
50 differentially expressed genes between 10 μMDMSO and 10 μM 4-oxo-RA-treated anterior embryo halves, similarly analyzed as (B). Heatmaps
were colored by z-score. (D) Volcano plots showing significance of differential gene expression on y-axis (log10 adjusted P value) vs magnitude of
differential gene expression on x-axis (log2 fold change) for 10 μMDMSO vs 1 μM RA-treated anterior halves, with the top 10 genes labeled with
their Xenbase ID. (E) Volcano plot similarly analyzed as (D) showing top 10 differentially regulated genes for 10 μMDMSO vs 10 μM 4-oxo-RA-
treated anterior halves, with top 10 genes with their Xenbase ID. Venn diagram analysis for genes up-regulated (F) or down-regulated (G) upon RA
and 4-oxoRA treatments. Gene ontology (GO) analysis using DAVID Bioinformatics Resources was performed for genes up-regulated by RA (H,
top) and 4-oxo-RA (H, bottom). GO analysis for genes down-regulated by RA (I, left) and 4-oxo-RA (I, right)
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shown to regulate blastopore and neural tube closure
through regulation of the Wnt-PCP signaling pathway,14

highlighting pkdcc.2's role as a patterning gene during
embryonic development. With the exception of nkx3-1,

blocking RA signaling through DSF causes reduction in
gene expression of these Zic1 target genes, indicating that
they are involved in the Zic1-activated pathway that is
critical for cranial placode specification.5 Future studies
will examine the functional role of these genes in cranial
placode specification.

3.2 | 4-oxo-RA is an active morphogen
during Xenopus development

Another important finding of this study is the demonstra-
tion that 4-oxo-RA is an important morphogen capable of
inducing gene expression changes in Xenopus embryos
similar to RA. Based on genetic evidence, it has been pro-
posed that retinoid metabolites do not regulate develop-
ment39; however, this study did not specifically assess the
effect of any metabolite on gene expression of RA targets.
Our approach involved directly treating the embryo with
4-oxo-RA during the “RA sensitivity” window40 to assess
if any morphological defects or gene expression changes
could be observed. Indeed, we observe A-P defects in
4-oxo-RA treated embryos (Figure 4) consistent with pre-
vious results.6 In addition, we observed quantifiable
changes in known RA target genes, both through ISH
experiments and RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) analyses
(as detailed later).

Although changes in gene expression upon exoge-
nous treatment of embryos with RA or 4-oxo-RA may
not necessarily reflect an endogenous role for these mol-
ecules, this approach still provides meaningful informa-
tion on their potential activity. Prior to this work, two
studies have examined 4-oxo-RA in Xenopus embryonic
development, but this work presents the first investiga-
tion of 4-oxo-RA activity at a global level in the embryo.
It was previously shown that 4-oxo-RA is capable of
interacting with RARs with almost similar affinity as
RA for RARα, but with significantly higher affinity for
RARβ and RARγ.41 This work along with our prior
study5 demonstrated that 4-oxo-RA levels could be mea-
sured in Xenopus embryos at consistently higher levels
than RA, suggesting that it may be the major retinoid
species in frogs. However, it is unclear whether these
levels of 4-oxo-RA are due to maternal accumulation, or
generated specifically for signaling during embryonic
development as a consequence of Cyp26 enzymes RA
catabolizing activity.5 In addition, we have previously
shown that cranial placode formation via Zic1 does not
require RARs.4 It will be interesting to see which recep-
tors are responsible for retinoid signaling for placode
specification, and subsequently, if 4-oxo-RA has a
higher affinity for this receptor and can compete
with RA.

TABLE 2 Magnitude of gene expression change

Zic1 target
Log2 fold change
RA vs DMSO

Log2 fold change
4-oxoRA vs DMSO

Crx �1.24 �0.53

Fezf2 �1.43 �0.64

Nkx3-1 �0.56 Not identified

Pkdcc.2 0.62 0.63

Xanf1 �2.09 �1.13

Hnf1b 2.44 1.96

Pitx2c �2.04 �1.62

Note: Fold change (log2 fold change) observed for Zic1 targets in the RNA-
Seq analysis. Positive fold changes represent up-regulated genes, whereas
down-regulated genes show negative log2 fold change.

Abbreviations: DMSO, dimethylsulfoxide; RA, retinoic acid; RNA-seq, RNA-
sequencing.

TABLE 3 Top 20 common genes up-regulated and down-

regulated by retinoic acid (RA) and 4-oxo-RA

Common genes
up-regulated

Common genes
down-regulated

hoxb5.S vgll3 (p)

cyp26b1.L egr2.L

LOC494794 arx.S

hoxb6.L pnhd.L

cyp26a1.L trpm1 (p)

hoxd4.L barhl2.S

hoxa4 (p) otx1.L

akr1c2.S crisp1.7.L

dhrs3.L wnt8b (p)

epor.L sp5.L

hoxb4.S dmrta1.S

clu.L Xelaev18032865m

ripply3.S sst.1.S

rerg (p) nog2.S

cd69 (p) hesx1.L

LOC108701043 nrp1.S

LOC108697667 XB5848002.L

tlx3 (p) rspo2.L

bhlhe40.L twist1.S

hoxb3.L wnt8b.S

Note: The genes are ranked by fold change from high to low. (p)

provisional name.
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The genes identified in our RNA-seq analysis were
specifically enriched for anterior structures by only ana-
lyzing the anterior half of the embryo. This also allowed
us to exclude gene expression changes resulting from
interactions with the second major source of RA in the
embryo, the paraxial mesoderm.42 As seen in Figure 6,
the majority of genes up-regulated by 4-oxo-RA are also
up-regulated by RA, albeit at a lower dose. These genes
including dhrs3, cyp26a1, hoxd4, hoxa1, hnf1b, and so on
are known RA-responsive genes and have previously
been identified in screens for RA targets,43 demonstrating
that 4-oxo-RA is an active retinoid in the Xenopus
embryo. Interestingly, with the exception of nkx3-1, all
Zic1-targets characterized in this study were also identi-
fied in the RNA-seq (see Table 2) with similar up- or
down-regulation trends as observed in Figure 5. In this
analysis, nkx3-1 did not reach the threshold of adjusted
P value <.05. This could be due to the fact that the
embryos analyzed via RNA-seq were treated with the
respective retinoids for a shorter period of time (from NF
stages 12.5 to 15; Figure 6) as compared to the whole
embryo treatment (from NF stages 11 to 15; Figure 5). It
is worth noting that despite the similarities in the path-
ways up- or down-regulated by RA and 4-oxo-RA, the
impact of RA is greater, with over 600 differentially regu-
lated genes that span a greater range of biological pro-
cesses than 4-oxo-RA (Figure 6). Based on these data, we
conclude that while 4-oxo-RA is capable of inducing sim-
ilar gene expression changes, 4-oxo-RA affects fewer tar-
gets than RA.

Overall, our results demonstrate that the presence of
Cyp26 enzymes in a particular domain adjacent to an RA
synthesizing domain does not necessarily serve as a
“sink,” as the metabolites generated have biological activ-
ity. We speculate that this might indicate a role of 4-oxo-
RA as a “backup” mechanism, where in the event of
excess RA degradation, crucial genes may still be acti-
vated. Alternatively, it may be a remnant of maternal RA
deposits in the yolk that accumulates over time and can
perform essential gene activation in the absence of suffi-
cient RA. Consistent with previous reports44,45 we also
find that 4-oxo-RA induces cyp26a1 and cyp26c1 expres-
sion, raising the interesting possibility that these enzymes
are also needed to further oxidize the metabolites 4-oxo-
RA, 18-OH-RA, and 4-OH-RA, as seen for human
Cyp26c1.46 While it has been shown that 4-oxo-RA can
bind to RARs41 and alter the expression of genes known
to contain RA response elements (RAREs), it is also pos-
sible that it is regulating gene expression in a RARs-
independent manner, based on cellular and tissue con-
text. These are important questions that require further
investigation to understand the physiological function for
4-oxo-RA during development.

4 | EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

4.1 | Plasmids and oligonucleotides

Xenopus laevis Zic1GR and the tracer β-galactosidase
mRNAs were synthesized using the Message mMachine
SP6 and T7 Transcription kits (Ambion, SP6 Cat#
AM1340; T7 Cat# AM1344) as described previously.5 A
well-characterized Zic1MO3-5,15 was purchased from
GeneTools (Philomath, OR). A standard control
morpholino (CoMO) was used as control.

4.2 | Embryos, injections, treatments,
and animal cap explant culture

As described by Dubey et al, X. laevis embryos were
staged according to Nieuwkoop and Faber47 and raised in
0.1X Normal Amphibian Medium (NAM).48 All experi-
ments in this study were conducted in accordance with
the guidelines of the Guide for the Care and Use of Labo-
ratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health. All
protocols requiring Xenopus were approved by the Insti-
tutional Animal Care and Use Committee of New York
University under animal protocol #IA16-00052. In micro-
injection experiments, embryos were injected in one blas-
tomere at the two-cell stage (NF stage 2) and collected at
NF stage 15 for ISH. An amount of 40 to 60 ng of MO or
CoMO and 0.5 ng of β-galactosidase mRNA as a lineage
tracer were used in injections. CoMO-injected embryos
were used as controls. RA (all-trans RA, Sigma-Aldrich,
Cat# R2625) and 4-oxo-RA (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat#07558)
treatments were performed using stock solutions pre-
pared in DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich Cat# D8418). NF stage
11 embryos were incubated in RA diluted in 0.1X NAM
(100 nM, 1 μM, 10 μM) or 4-oxo-RA diluted in 0.1X NAM
(1 μM, 5 μM, 10 μM) and collected at NF stage 15 for ISH
(Figure 5) or NF stage 34 (Figure 4). Anterior halves of
the embryos used in Figure 6 were treated at NF stage
12.5 and collected at NF stage 15. Sibling embryos treated
with 10 μM DMSO served as controls.

For animal cap explant assays, one blastomere of a
two-cell stage embryo was injected in the animal pole
region with 250 pg Zic1GR mRNA, as previously
described.4 The explants were dissected at the blastula
stage (NF stage 9) and culture in 0.5X NAM with 10 μM
dexamethasone (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat# D1756) for 8 hours
at 24�C unless otherwise noted, then collected and
immediately stored at �80�C. DSF of 100 μM
(tetraethylthiuram disulfide, Sigma-Aldrich, Cat# 86720)
was added to the incubation medium for DSF-treated
caps. All experiments were performed on at least three
independent batches of embryos (obtained from three
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separate females). For whole embryo treatment and
injection experiments, 50 embryos per injection and per
marker were used, and 12 to 15 animal caps per condi-
tion were used in animal cap explant assays.

4.3 | In situ hybridization

ISH was performed as previously described.5,49,50 Briefly,
NF stage 15 embryos were fixed in 0.1 M MOPS
(4-Morpholinepropanesulfonic acid sodium salt), 2 mM
EGTA (ethylene glycol-bis(2-aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N0,
N0-tetraacetic acid), 1 mM MgSO4 and 3.7% formaldehyde
for 1 hour. Red-Gal (Research Organics, Cat#C40040)
staining was performed prior to ISH when β-galactosidase
mRNA was used as tracer. No tracers were used in RA
and 4-oxoRA immersion experiments.

Whole-mount ISH was performed in 4-mL glass vials
on a standard bench top nutator. crx, fezf2, and nkx3-1
(purchased form OpenBiosystems; ThermoFisher Scien-
tific, Waltham, Massachusetts), hnf1b51 and pitx2c52

digoxygenin (DIG)-labeled antisense RNA probes were
synthesized using the Genius Kit (Roche, Cat#1175025).
To generate pkdcc.2 and Xanf1 probes, pkdcc.2 and xanf1
sequences were amplified from X. laevis NF Stage
12 cDNA and cloned into pGEMT-Easy (Promega,
Cat#A1360), and linearized templates were used to syn-
thesize the corresponding DIG-labeled probes.

Hybridization was performed overnight at 60�C. For
the detection of RNA probes, the embryos were incu-
bated with an anti-DIG antibody conjugated to alkaline
phosphatase (Roche, Cat#11093274910; 1:2000 dilution)
overnight at 4�C. Several successive washes were used for
excess antibody removal and the chromogenic reaction
performed overnight at room temperature in BM purple
(Roche, Cat#11442074001). The embryos were subse-
quently bleached in 10% hydrogen peroxide in methanol
for 48 hours and subsequently imaged in 1X phosphate-
buffered saline.

4.4 | RNA-sequencing

Extracted total RNA from anterior halves of NF stage
15 embryos was verified on the Agilent Bioanalyzer sys-
tem using a nanochip to verify the RNA integrity num-
ber. High-quality total RNA (500 ng) was input into the
Illumina Truseq v2 stranded mRNA library prep kit
(Cat#20020595) according to the manufacturer's protocol.
Generated cDNA was amplified with 12 polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) cycles. Final generated libraries
were verified on the Agilent Tapestation 2200 system
using high-sensitivity DNA Screentape. Sample

concentration was checked on the Invitrogen qubit sys-
tem using the high-sensitivity DNA reagent. Each sample
was normalized to a specific nanomolar concentration
and pooled equally into a final combined pool. The pool
was run on one lane of Novaseq SP100 flow cell (run
length was 50 paired-end bases) on the Illumina Novaseq
6000 sequencing system.

4.5 | Bioinformatics analysis

RNA-seq data were analyzed by sns rna-star pipeline
(https://igordot.github.io/sns/routes/rna-star.html).
Adapters and low-quality bases were trimmed using
Trimmomatic (v0.36).53 Sequencing reads were mapped
to the reference genome (XENLA_9.2, http://www.
xenbase.org/common/displayJBrowse.do?data=data/xl9_
2) using the STAR aligner (v2.7.3).54 Alignments were
guided by a Gene Transfer Format (GTF) file, which was
converted from a General Feature Format file. The mean
read insert sizes and their SDs were calculated using
Picard tools (v.2.18.20) (http://broadinstitute.github.io/
picard). The gene-samples counts matrix was generated
using featureCounts (v1.6.3),55 normalized based on their
library size factors using DEseq2,56 and differential
expression analysis was performed.

The read per million (RPM) normalized BigWig files
were generated using deepTools(v.3.1.0).57 To compare
the level of similarity among the samples and their repli-
cates, we used two methods: principal-component analy-
sis and Euclidean distance-based sample clustering. All
the downstream statistical analyses and plot generation
were performed in R environment (4.0.3; https://www.r-
project.org/). Significant testing was done using Wald
Chi-squared test and the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure
was used to generate adjusted P values that were used as
inputs for Volcano plot analysis of differential gene
expression. GO enrichment analyses were performed
using DAVID Bioinformatics Resources 6.8.58,59

4.6 | Real-time quantitative PCR
analysis

Total RNA was extracted from 12 to 15 animal cap
explants using the RNeasy Micro kit (Qiagen, Cat#
74004) and quantified using a Nanodrop spectrophotome-
ter (Nanodrop Technologies). Genomic DNA was
removed by on-column digestion with RNase-free DNase
I for 15 minutes at room temperature. Ten nanogram of
total RNA was used per reaction. Real-time quantitative
PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed using the One-Step RT-
PCR kit (Applied Bioystems, Cat# 4388869, 4389988).
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The mean Ct value for each biological replicate was cal-
culated from four technical replicates. The primers used
for qRT-PCR are listed below.

Gene Forward primer Reverse primer

pkdcc.2 50-GGACAGTTCCCAAT
GACTTCT-30

50-GTGACGCTAGAGG
GCTTATTT-30

xanf1 50-AGAGAGAAC
TGAGCTGGTA
TAGG-30

50-GGATAGGAA
TTCACTCGGA
ACAC-30

nkx3-1 50-AGGTCATAGAGCTG
GAAAGAAAG-30

50-AGGCTCTTG
GCAAGCTG-30

crx 50-CAAACCCACGGAA
ACAAAGAAG-30

50-GCACTCGGGATTCT
GGTAAAT-30

fezf2 50-GTCTGCGGA
AAGGTGTTTAATG-30

50-CGTGTGGATGATCT
TGTGTCT-30

ODC 50-ACATGGCATTCTCC
CTGAAG-30

50-TGGTCCCAA
GGCTAAAGTTG-30

4.7 | Imaging

Embryos processed for ISH were imaged using a dual
light-fluorescence Leica M165 Stereomicroscope, with
the same exposure and magnification used for each
marker in the experiment. Representative images of the
dominant phenotype were captured and the image panels
were composed using Adobe Photoshop.

4.8 | Statistical analysis

Unless otherwise stated, experiments were conducted in
embryos from three or more female Xenopus for biologi-
cal replicates. No prior analysis was done to calculate the
sample size. As previously described,5 to assess changes
in expression of the genes of interest, Zic1MO-injected
embryos were compared to CoMO-injected embryos, and
for each unilaterally injected embryo the injected side
was compared to the uninjected side as well, for an addi-
tional internal control. Each embryo was assigned one of
the following phenotypes: normal, lost or reduced,
expanded, or ectopic. For RA/4-oxo-RA-treated embryos,
the treated embryos were compared with DMSO-treated
controls at an equivalent dose and assigned phenotypes
as above. For whole-mount ISH experiments, the data
from all biological replicates were pooled for statistical
analysis, and significance testing was performed using
the Chi-squared test using GraphPad Prism 9 (GraphPad
Software). P < .05 was considered significant, unless oth-
erwise stated. For animal cap qRT-PCR experiments,

three or four biological replicates are provided in
Figure 3. Data in Figure 5 were visualized using Tableau
(Tableau Software).
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